
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
executive associate. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for executive associate

Ability to oversee a book of business generating annual revenues of $500k to
$2M or comparable complexity, based on geography, market or industry
5 to 10 years account management experience in related field
Introducing the service team to clients as their day-to-day point of contact for
ongoing service needs and ensure smooth communication and coordination
with the client
Coordinating and providing oversight to the account team and establish
client service plans that prioritize the account activities and profitability in a
value-based approach for the scope of services required
Coordinating and leading the strategy for the account renewal and the
ongoing activity and requirements during the year, working with the broking
team in the marketing process and the negotiations with underwriters
Assisting in the reviewing of large claims and managing the client issues
around claims handling
Developing and managing the relationship at a senior level to become the
client’s risk management advisor
Maintain and develop current client relationships from a specific account base
Prospect and close appropriate new business prospects from a list based on a
specific geography or vertical industry
Primarily responsible for working with the Account Executive
maintaining/retaining current revenue levels and contracts within defined
book of accounts
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The candidates should have a keen interest in Ecommerce, with either strong
educational background in Ecommerce, but preferably with some relevant
work experience
Strong desire to learn sales based techniques
Eleven or more years of administrative support experience
Experience working with compliance rules, regulations, and laws regarding
the dissemination and destruction of confidential information
Experience working with corporate policy and corporate hierarchy
Minimum of three years’ experience with wholesale lockbox processing


